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Labouring and Manufacturing Classes of Society of Every Religious Persuasion. Its
name was changed and its international outreach reflected when in 1814 it became the
British and Foreign School Society. Not to be outdone by the nonconformists the
Anglicans organized a competing society to support Andrew Bell's version of moni-
torial education. Tories who really did not believe in popular education nevertheless
came to support the Anglican effort so precisely summed up in the 1811 name, The
National Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the
Established Church throughout England and Wales. Between them, the British and
Foreign Society and the National Society dominated elementary education in England
for most of the early nineteenth century.
Despite pedagogical reform in theory and institutional reform in practice, the
elementary schools of England remained essentially reading schools. When all else is
said and all the major exceptions are noted, the fundamental task of the schools was
literacy. This was very greatly needed, for the estimate is made that literacy in England
in 1780 was probably no greater than it had been 200 years earlier. However, attention
to writing and arithmetic was growing in response to the middle class interest in such
studies for their usefulness in the trades and commerce. Singing and music also gained
a larger place as religious revivalism stimulated hymn-singing and as a nationalistic
spirit began to stress patriotic songs.
The most common means of teaching reading were the catechisms, hornbooks,
psalters, and especially the primers, usually containing the Creed, Lord's Prayer, Ten
Commandments, and Psalms. In the middle of the eighteenth century new aids to
reading took the form of spelling books. One of the most famous of these was
Dilworth's New Guide to the English Tongue, which included lists of words, with their
proper pronunciation, rules of grammar, prayers, and some fables and moral precepts.
Arithmetic books also appeared at this time, giving further recognition and stimulus to
this increasingly popular subject of the elementary school curriculum.
As would be expected from the English voluntary system, the preparation of
elementary school teachers in the nineteenth century was largely carried on by the
voluntary religious societies. Proposals for the public training colleges for teachers met
much the same fate as proposals for state schools. The result was that the government
granted financial aid to the voluntary societies to help them support their training
institutions, of which there were thirty-two in 1860 and forty in 1870. All but two of
these were receiving government aid and were being inspected by the government, but
the teaching staffs regularly represented the denominational faith that controlled the
schools. An early training college for thirteen-year-olds at Battersea, offering a three-
year course to a teaching certificate, became a model for many others.
In 1846, England set up an apprenticeship system of teacher training in which a
pupil-teacher, age thirteen, was assigned to a regular teacher in the school and received
a government grant for support. The regular teacher also received payment; and the
regulations for their working and teaching together were laid down by the government.
Practice schools were often maintained in connection with the teacher-training institu-
tions. Much of the stimulus to teacher training came from the monitorial system of the
day, for the large numbers of pupils required new techniques of teaching to replace the
time-worn individualized instruction.

